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OF THE 13TH INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC 
CONFERENCE CONTEMPORARY MATERIALS 
 
 According to the epidemiological situation  around caused by corona 
virus pandemic this year's Conference is going to be held as following: 
 Introductory speech of the president of ASARS academician Raj-
-technological develope-
ment, -
 Organization and Scientific Board acade-
mi
site www.savremenimaterijali.info. 
 Plenary speakers presentations are going to be available at the sa-
me web site in a form of power point presentation or audio pre-
sentation. 
 Poster presentations are going to be available in the same form, 
with e-mail addresses to ensure communication among partici-
pants and members of commissions. 
 The Book of Abstracts and Program will be presented at the Con-
ference site. 
 Access to all presentation will be possible for a longer period of 
time. 
 
 We have decided on this kind of work in order to enable the partici-
pants to present the results of their research and get acquainted with the 
work and research results of their colleagues, after which they can comm-
unicate in person via e-mail addresses that will be indicated. As in previous 
years, the papers will be published in the collection of papers "Contempora-
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Structure, topology, photocatalysis and photoluminescence of 
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solution by adsorption onto kaolinite 
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sured by standard protocol. Additional measurements of the sample dried under the 
lowered pressure were also performed. Results revealed that processes observed as 
a consequence of a thermal treatment has strong exothermic nature; the most 
intense DTA maximum is observed at T = 289 °C. Having on mind results of XRD 
and TEM analysis [1], as well that magnetite to hematite phase transformation 
presents exothermic proce - mol-
^(- -Fe2 O3 phase 
transformation at low temperatures (<300 -Fe2O3 at 
such low temperature is observed for the first time, and still presents open 
gra-
vimetric measurements.  




LASER TECHNIQUES AND COUPLINGS WITH  
OTHER TECHNIQUES IN CONTEMPORARY PROBLEM SOLVING 
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Abstract: Problems of today,  pro et contra of new  breakthroughs in high 
frequencies and pandemics, seem to have called for even more complex correlati-
ons and couplings of the fields: science, empiria (practice),  mass-media in maste-
ring the best possible description of certain processes in joint efforts to get out of a 
situation where our Globe  had come to. More than ever, a lot of multidisciplinary 
work is needed, but also narrowly specialized sophisticated knowledge of the fields 
in which research is conducted. 
In broad and generalized approach of coherent radiation interaction with 
material, the boundary of more classical scattering / interaction approaches seems 
 
40 
to be lost, because the notion of stimulated processes and short-term pulses opened 
close areas in interaction with material (in a broad sense including bio-phenomena) 
and  smeared the moment when living cells began to participate in optical recor-
dings, and it is known that statistics  from biological processes may solve traffic 
problems, etc. 
In this paper, the interaction of  materials with stimulated electromagnetic 
radiation, its results and the most accurate description of possible processes will be 
considered. By emphasising the optically visible, infrared and ultraviolet areas, so-
me implementations of the rest of the electromagnetic spectrum and modulation of 
materials or their measurement possibilities will be sketched. 
For selected examples of materials of various classes, their possible descrip-
tion of characteristics before and after interaction from the point of view of laser, 
thermal immaging, and other techniques will be considered, where records of indu-
ced acoustic or series of other coupled effects  like magneto-optical, electro-opti-
cal, etc. come to the fore. Selected theoretically more complex models with com-
puter support will also be considered, as well as simple final formulas, which lead 
to relatively useful estimates in the outcome of the interaction  during monitoring a 
particular output channel. 
In the spectroscopic approach, parts of spectroscopies that have laser or sti-
mulated sources included and  in that way  new or only improved spectroscopies 
opened, will be discussed. 
In this regard, interpretations become very sensitive areas. The approach of 
the application of laser and non-laser techniques to materials in general, (e.g. to 
biomaterials, or to heritage objects) and defining the samples and measurements on 
selected objects or materials, as well as practice, theory, reality in the  fields of cul-
tural heritage, medicine or specific areas which include damages, useful destructive 
processes or explosive processes  in the use of laser techniques again raises the iss-
ue of laser damages and their definitions.  
Entering into the field of protection  by the induction of laser breakdown or 
by the initiation of various processes, must have detailed knowledge of the main 
optical indicators / descriptors of the material, including the concepts of reflection 
coefficients, scattering, absorption, thermodynamic parameters, ignition point, par-
ticle size if the material is in the powder state and similar. 
Key words: laser techniques, interaction, scattering, materials, description, 
visualization. 
 
 
  
